Abstract—There has been substantial increase in the human population throughout the world. As we age, problems associated with aging is increasing rapidly – medical, biological, psychological, economic, social etc. India is the second largest populated country and one of the fast growing developing countries in the world. The advancement of technology and technology-enabled services are proliferating rapidly forgetting the aging population. This paper discusses an experiment investigating the prior experience and perception of technology and technology enabled services in the larger context of designing cognitive model in human-computer interaction for aging. We surveyed and interviewed 25 samples aged between 60-75 years of age, living in Bangalore. The implication of the results are discussed in this paper. We have chosen the Bangalore city for our study because it is known as the Silicon Valley of India which attracts people from across India and abroad due to job opportunities and economic growth. It is the third most populous city and 5th most populous urban area in the country. The current population of Bangalore is estimated to 11.5 crore and the literacy rate is 89%.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Population aging has become the most significant social transformation of the 21st century, it has far reaching economic, social and political implications. Population aging is the most significant emerging demographic phenomenon in the world today. The 20th century has witnessed the increased proportion of aging population in all countries. It is going to increase further, owing to the fact that the improvement in life expectancy across the world, particularly public health and medical advancements. By 2050, the elderly population of Asia over 60 years will double by the mid-century reaching to 1.3 billion. At the same time share of aged in total population of the world is increasing due to declining birth rate. In economically developed countries, the aging process began a century ago and currently it is emerging in many developing countries as well. Population aging has become the most significant social transformation of the 21st century, it has far reaching economic, social and political implications.

The 2001 census of India has shown that the elderly population in India accounted for 77 million and the number will rise to nearly 140 million by 2021. Based on the world population projections by United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs Population Division 2015, Indian population can be divided into three major age-groups i.e. 0-14, 15-64, and 65 above as shown in the fig. 1. If we look at the graph, it is very clear that the 0-14 year age-group is declining. Age-groups 15-64 and 65 above have progressive increase and still expected to rise rapidly. The size and composition of age distribution of total population in India has been significantly changing over a period of time. In this context, an important fact which needs to greater attention is that in the developing countries like India, older persons are increasingly living independently and this is going to increase as population continues to age.
the larger context of designing cognitive model in human-computer interaction for aging. This study will enhance the further research which will be carried out in the second phase of our research study.

II. COGNITIVE MODELLING

The past research has proven that cognitive models are essential for understanding human learning, problem solving, decision making and supervisory control (Michael G. Shafto). Good cognitive models are essential to describe people’s response to different circumstances and understand limitations and ways to overcome. An important question in the cognitive science field is that internal representation cognitive models. The big challenge of human mind is that cognitive process cannot be directly observed and these need to be measured indirectly through their impact on explicit behaviour such as task performance. There are many sources and types of constrains used in cognitive modelling. Constrains are drawn in the following disciplines, psychology, neuroscience and computer science. Apart from these there are two new related fields that provide softer constrains are evolutionary psychology and environmental psychology and both are important to understand our brain now. In order to develop human oriented human computer interfaces one needs to have a deep understanding of the structure and representational dynamics of the cognitive system which interacts with the computer. Therefore it is necessary to investigate different methods of representation involved in interaction process between computers and human cognitive systems.

III. HUMAN COMPUTER INTERACTION (HCI)

The introduction and advancement of technology has had a great impact on the information storage, accessibility and utilization. HCI clearly indicates that it involves the design, implementation and evaluation of interactive system in the context of user performance as a single user or group of users. As we are stepping towards the second decade of the new millennium the challenges facing smart computing and interaction design continue to evolve. Technical capabilities improved significantly and penetration of smart devices also proliferated remarkably. So the big challenge here is the creation of digital ecosystems (Miller et al. 2010). Today every product has embedded intelligent system and it is very much concerned with the user experience and all of the factors contribute to their successful creation. In the context of increasing elderly population adopting technology, it is essential to study academically the cognitive issues and to support them by application of intuitive and natural interaction.

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Quantitative pilot study was based on a series of written questions conducted within this pilot study with a select sample of respondents over 60 years of age using smart phone and living in Bangalore. The survey and interview questions were focused on prior experience perception of technology in terms of activities related to technology acceptance, usage of health monitoring device, usage of digital products and services, familiarities and awareness with control buttons of entertainment system, familiarities and awareness with control buttons of smart phone, familiarities and awareness with control buttons of Windows application and commonly used mobile apps. The number of participants were 25 including 2 females and the language used was English. We had approached all participants in their residence with prior appointment and the survey was carried out individually face to face followed by a semi-structured interviews to investigate the effects of prior knowledge and technology perception in elderly people. All the participants were healthy aged 60-75 years old. The majority of the participants were lived with their spouse and some alone with broad span of socioeconomic status.

V. RESULTS OF THE PILOT STUDY

The results of the pilot study and discussion are centered on technology acceptance, usage of health monitoring devices, usage of digital products and services, familiarity and awareness with control buttons of entertainment system, familiarity and awareness with control buttons of smart phone, familiarity and awareness with control buttons of Windows application and commonly used mobile apps. Microsoft’s Excel application was used for data analysis and charts generation.

A. Technology Acceptance

As expected the results strongly suggest that 100% of the participants accept technology as good and 96% of the participants are open to new technologies. As the world is progressively moving towards digital, the elderly do not want to exclude themselves. Everyone want to keep up with the time and learn new knowledge. They accept that they have to progress and learn to use technology and this becomes need of the hour. This has been depicted in the fig.2.

The reason given by elderly people for saying technology is good are "it improves life if used properly, helpful for day-to-day activities, to be part of change, when judiciously used, very good, younger use bad things, all the technology has brought us easy accessibility, learn lot of things, always good - should not have choice, enhance better quality of life, it helps so many new things every day, the world is going fast with technology and we can learn everything, improves your knowledge and takes you to the current technology, all feature is one service, to update present trend, good for new generation, it makes life easier and simpler, common man benefited by technology, it simplifies everything, it speeds up the process and when used properly".
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B. Usage of Health Monitoring Devices

During the natural process of growing older, they are prone to experience physical and cognitive impairments. As older people are living longer, health monitoring devices play an important role in their lives to monitor health. Here, we wanted to know how many older people use health monitoring devices and we have looked at the common devices like BP monitor, Glucose monitor and Thermometer. The survey showed 48% of older people use Thermometer, 32% of them use Glucose monitor and 24% of them use BP monitor as shown the fig. 3. This clearly indicates the acceptance of digital health monitoring system by the elderly people to improve their quality of life.

C. Usage of Digital Products and Services

Usage of digital technology and services survey result shows that elderly people actively use digital products and services/applications. The fig. 4 illustrates that 84% of the older people use and familiar with TV & video player remote, 72% use and familiar with google search engine, 60% use and familiar with internet browser, 48% use and familiar with software application (MS word) and YouTube, 40% use and familiar with printer and digital camera and 28% use and familiar with tablet. Other than the TV & Video player remote usage a significant number of users use online services to learn new knowledge and to support their daily activities. The elderly people very well understand the smart features of the device and the uses of it and thus motivating to use when required.

D. Familiarity and Awareness with Control Buttons of Entertainment System

The electronic industry is providing variety of products and services. For elderly it is a big challenge to engage themselves in different activities during the day. Spending time with home entertainment systems, like TV and home theatre systems are very prominent today. In this context a survey was conducted to know how the elderly are familiar and aware with control buttons of TV/Music Player/ DTH Remote. The fig. 5 shows that 100% channel and volume buttons, 88% mute button, 76% TV and play buttons, 72% rewind button, 68% power button, 64% fast forward and rewind buttons, 52% home button, 44% favourite, return and navigation buttons, 36% stop button, 32% open/close and source buttons, 25% info button and 12% refresh button. The survey on familiarity and awareness with control buttons of TV/Music Player/DTH remote control indicates that 100% of elderly users are engaged with TV and significant number of users use and familiar with music player and DTH system.
E. Familiarities and Awareness with Control Buttons of Smart Phone

Today's trend in society is that increasing capabilities of smaller device and most importantly the convergence of computing capabilities on to the mobile devices. Keeping this trend in mind a survey was conducted to understand familiarity and awareness with control buttons of smart mobile phone. The fig. 6 shows that 100% sound button, 84% network, Wi-Fi, lock and alarm clock buttons, 76% battery, airplane mode and recycle bin buttons, 64% group and Bluetooth buttons, 56% setting button, 53% attachment button, 44% location, home, storage, contacts and function menu buttons, 40% SIM1 and android buttons, 32% auto synch, mobile network, close and do not disturb buttons, 28% keypad lock, add contact and add control buttons, 24% favourite button, 20% more option button and 12% accessibility buttons. The survey on familiarity and awareness with control buttons of smart phone indicates that the significant number of elderly users are familiar and aware of computing technologies and the control buttons of various applications.

F. Familiarities and Awareness with Control Buttons of Windows Application

The growth of personal computers in the business sector has paved the way for development of software application. Microsoft Office applications have replaced large paper spreadsheets and contributed to productivity in modern work environments. Keeping this in mind, a survey was conducted to understand the familiarity and awareness with control buttons of windows office applications. The fig. 7 shows that 64% word, undo and redo buttons, 56% spell check button, 52% search and attachment buttons, 44% folder button and 40% save, new file and printer buttons. The survey result on familiarity and awareness with control buttons of windows office application shows that the elderly users have knowledge of working and managing documents.
VI. CONCLUSION

Elderly people participated in the survey and interview indicated that they are exposed to a wide variety of technology including computers, communications, entertainment, safety and health monitoring devices. In-home health monitoring technology is also being increasingly used. Elderly see the technology as an enabling factor to remain connected to family and friends, especially with those who are distant and expand their social network. We strongly feel that positive attitude towards technology is growing among elderly people.

Remarkably, the positive attitudes were typically associated with the technology supported activities, increased suitableness and contained useful applications. In fact, negative attitudes were mostly related to accessibility and usability issues and for non-technically oriented person incomprehensible instructions and guides. Also, some physical limitations in terms of screen size, small icons/symbols were limiting them for the technology usage. The survey and interview results shown in this study emphasize that older people are not scared and hesitant to use technology. They understand the value of new technology and show willingness
to adopt, if it makes their daily life and tasks easier with security. As we age, technology has a great potential for improving quality of life for elderly people. The limitation of our research study was sample size. We were able to conduct only 25 surveys and interviews because our aim was to target elderly people using only smart phone.

Further research has planned to investigate the cognitive abilities in different age groups and to design a cognitive model for aging in order to improve the health, safety and quality of life of older people. A set of simple to complex tasks will be designed for mobile smart phone and will be tested with different age groups using eye tracking application with EEG. The eye tracking metrics may follow visual attention, arousal, gaze points, fixation and areas of interest. Similarly, the EEG metrics may follow attention engagement, distraction, cognitive workload and emotional response.
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